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By: Marc Manley, Staff Member 
 
After an intense finals week diet of Red Bull and granola bars, one of my favorite holiday past times
is tearing into a plump, moist turkey. I swear, each year the bird looks bigger, but that could be the
sleep deprivation talking. This year, with the holiday feast looming, I was surprised to discover my
favorite tradition was supplying me with more than just a full belly and refreshing nap. This past
December, the FDA introduced a new policy aimed at curbing widespread antibiotic use in livestock
production.[i]
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While examining mold in 1929, Alexander Fleming made the most revolutionary discovery in
modern medicine. He noticed bacteria would not grow near Penicillium and harnessed this power to
create the world’s first antibiotic, Penicillin.[iii]
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the next several decades, mankind wielded its most powerful weapon against the deadly microbes,
ushering in the golden age of antibiotics.[iv]
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Unfortunately, the good times are coming to an end as bacteria adapts to the current tides of war. In
one example, Neisseria gonorrhoeae, the infamous sexually transmitted infection known as
gonorrhea, is now 98% resistant to antibiotic treatment in Asia.[v]
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four Americans with the infection can sympathize with their Asian neighbors.[vi]
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Scientists attribute the widespread overuse of antibiotics to the development of these super bacteria.
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The largest consumer of antibiotics in America is the livestock industry. In fact, 80% of all
antibiotics sold in the United States are fed to livestock.[viii]
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Unfortunately, these antibiotics are utilized to fatten Wilbur, not to help him forget about his one
night stand with Ms. Piggy.[ix]
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Scientists have been urging Congress to take action to reduce antibiotic use in livestock production
for years as a means for slowing antibiotic resistance.[x]
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FDA has now implemented a policy aimed at limiting antibiotic use in livestock production to
disease management only.[xi]
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is asking pharmaceutical companies to change the labeling of their bottles to discourage antibiotic
use for feed purposes, and is seeking to require a veterinarian’s prescription before a farmer can access
antibiotics.[xii]
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critics argue this is a toothless mandate since pharmaceutical participation is strictly voluntary.[xiii]
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the two largest pharmaceutical companies, Zoetis and Elanco, have agreed to participate, and
hopefully, most companies will follow their lead.[xiv]
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While this FDA action may not be the silver bullet to stopping antibiotic overuse, it does signify an
important first step. Only through collaboration and education can humanity preserve its most
important chemical weapons stockpile. My turkey next year may not be as big as this year’s, but that
is a sacrifice I am willing to accept in this war effort. Maybe I’ll just study longer hours and rely on a
sleep deprived brain to trick me into believing the bird grew. 
_________________ 
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